
ConnectConnect the ways that Mia stands up for herself with 
ways you can be your own best advocate. When 
people are unkind consider several ways you could 
respond. Then plan your words and actions to help 
build understanding and respect. 

PresentPresent your cape. Stand proud 
and feel the special powers as 
you describe what the words and 
designs represent, why these 
are important to you, and how 
you feel. 

Superpower Cape

CreateCreate a cape for yourself that 
shows your superpowers. Start 
by sketching yourself standing 
proudly with a cape flowing 
off of your back. Add words, 
symbols, and design icons that 
represent your superpowers. 
Choose words that remind you 
of your unique strengths and 
place them on the cape with a 
variety of letter fonts, shapes, 
and colors.
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SEEING OUR STRENGTHS
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Describe your superpowers.Describe your superpowers.
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Actor, artist & Down syndrome activist
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My family really loves me, and 
they are so proud of everything 
I do. When people see me, 
sometimes they whisper or look 
away. I just want them to be nice 
to me! I believe Down syndrome 
is my superpower, and I like who 
I am and how I’m diff erent. It 
would be so boring if we were all 
the same!

Actor Mia Armstrong’s 
message of self-love is brought 
to life by artist Alexandra 
Thompson in this tender and 
meaningful story.

I am Mia Armstrong, 
and here are three 
things about me:

★ I have Down syndrome.
★ I love to draw.

★ My best friend’s 
    name is Monroe.

Jacket art copyright © 2024 by Alexandra ThompsonJacket design by Elizabeth Tardiff 
Also available as an ebook
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I love to draw. Usually, I draw boxes. 
But today I want to do something special, 

something to show how happy I feel being me.

From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist 
From actor, model, and Down syndrome activist Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—
Mia Armstrong, this story is for every one of us—a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy 

a reminder that we all deserve to receive empathy and that we have the power to give it, too.
and that we have the power to give it, too.

Mia Armstrong is a SAG-AFTRA actor, model, and voiceover artist who once declared in a Good Morning Americainterview that Down syndrome was her superpower—and she’s proving that to be true! Mia made history as the fi rst child with Down syndrome to voice a cartoon character on Netfl ix, and she has appeared on The View, MSNBC, and Tamron Hall.Mia is changing the way intellectual disabilities and diff erences are perceived as she fi ghts for inclusion and againstdiscrimination. She is a prolifi c artist who draws and paints daily, and her creativity has inspired Owtside the Box, an apparel company featuring the art of individuals with Down syndrome. Mia lives in California with her parents and brother.

Alexandra Thompson is a Maine-based illustrator and author creating work for picture books, children’s apparel, and magazines. She is the illustrator of A Family for Louie, which she also wrote, and Ben & Emma’s Big Hit by Gavin Newsom, the governor of California. Visit Alexandra online at alexandraco.com.
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Features an author’s note and an 
afterword about Down syndrome.

Advance Readers CopyCopyrighted Material. Do not print, copy, or share
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RespondRespond  to Mia’s explanation of her superpowers and the suggestions 
she has for handling challenging situations. What are some of the 
challenges you face and how do your superpowers bring you strength?

I Am a Masterpiece! 
Text copyright 2024 by Mia Armstrong
Illustration copyright 2024 
by Alexandra Thompson
Random House LLC

Note for teachers and parents:
For more creative inspiration and hands-on explorations 
go to Crayola.com/CreativityWeek
To share student artwork on social media please post using 
#CrayolaCreativityWeek


